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Introduction

• The Municipality of Western Mani (WM) is located in the southern part of Greece in
Peloponnese. The region has a high rate of rainfalls mainly in the mountainous areas.

• Rainfall is mainly observed during the autumn and winter months, from October to
March, while there is a significant decrease in the summer[1].

• The problems that arise mainly focus on the quantitative aspect [2-5]. The geological
background is extremely permeable as it consists mainly of karstic limestone.
Therefore, there are limited surfaces water resources with limited water supply[6].

Source: 
https://www.vecteezy.com/vector-
art/2292777-greece-detailed-map-with-
states

Source : 
https://vemaps.com/europe-
continent/eu-c-04#google_vignette The water cycle



General Elements of Cisterns

 Constitute an integral part of local

tradition

 Enrich the cultural heritage

 Attract great architectural interest

Water Quality:

▪ Past → suitable for drinking

▪ Present → suitable for water supply

The cistern volume depends on:

 Water demand of the residents

 Potential rainwater yield

 Amount of possible concentration of

water from rainfall

Types of cisterns:

 External : flat, waterlight from cement

mortar

 Internal : the mouthpiece protrudes in

order to save space in the house

Constructions details:

 Average capacity: 15-20 m3

 Depth: 5-7 m

 Diameter of circular orifice: 0.7-1 m

 Materials of construction: reinforced

concrete, cement block, stone with

mortar



Cistern in Western Mani

These pictures show a cistern on plateau in Lagada where the water is collected and different settlements are fed.

Cistern on the plateau in Lagada Source: Google Earth



Traditional construction with cistern

▪ This section  depicts a traditional tower, in which resides a  traditional family of

10 people, with an external cistern which fills with water and is used for storage so

as to ensure the survival of the family. 

▪ The blue line shows the water cycle of the rainwater.



Waterproofing of cisterns

Process of waterproofing of cisterns:

• Cleaning of inner surfaces of the underground water of 

cisterns  with limewater

• Removal of the friable parts of mortars 

• Stabilization of surfaces by applying a lime emulsion 

(galaktisma)

• Application three different layers of mortars with theran

earth and aged lime putty

Layers:

▪ Petachto: very watery mortar with small ratio lime / theran

earth

▪ Aspa and aged lime:  mortars which are essentially the basic 

substrate with 1-2 layers

▪ Alima: the last mortar of lime and theran earth which is stirred 

for seven days prior the final application (the use of 

“kochlidi”  is necessary) [7].

Materials of Waterproofing:

▪ Sifted theran earth 

▪ Lime 

Special tool, Kochlidi, available in: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSp40FHf8Hw&t=3s

Application of last layer with Kochlidi, available in: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSp40FHf8Hw&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSp40FHf8Hw&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSp40FHf8Hw&t=3s


Modeling the cisterns

Data:

- Very small time series, 68 years

- A stochastic synthetic time series of 500 years 

- The Symmetric-Moving-Average (SMA) scheme was applied [8-9]. 

Diagram Rainfall – Time for historical and synthetic time series [10]

▪ Red depicts the historical time series and blue the synthetic time series



Equations of model

In our model:

▪ Water withdrawals depend on the availability of the 
resources

▪ The inflows are considered to be 90% of the rainfall in 100 m2.

▪ The consumption is lower in the winter and higher (double 
consumption) in summer.

The process can be modeled by the following equations: 

Where:

T : time

ST : stock in the reservoir

XT : inflow

RT : considered consumption

R : standard consumption depended by a

α : a coefficient determining the withdrawal for each 
month

K : storage capacity

Small stream in the Taygetos mountain



Function of the cistern

Coefficient for the consumption of each month The function of the cistern according the average inflows 

▪ The coefficient for the consumption is at a peak in July and 
it is equal to 1. 

▪ The minimum limits for survival are 5L/ inhabitant /day.
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Simulation of function of cistern
In each diagram the withdrawal (R)  changes  and  the following arise:
▪ Considering  R=3 m3 the average consumption is 2.2m3 per month and the system failure is about 

1.2%.

Diagram water-time for R=3 m3

Diagram water-time for R=4 m3

▪ Considering R=4 m3 the average consumption is 2.8m3 per month and the system failure is about 8%.



Simulation of function of cistern

In each diagram the withdrawal (R)  changes  and  the following arise:

▪ Considering R=5 m3 the average consumption is 3.2m3 per month and the system failure is about 
17.8%.

Diagram water-time for R=5 m3

Diagram water-time for R=6 m3

▪ Considering R=6 m3 the average consumption is 3.6m3 per month and the system failure is about 28%.



Conclusions

• Water constitutes the most valuable resource

• To each diagram we conclude that there are many systematic failures which

are due to small changes of numbers of consumptions and water withdrawals.

So the inhabitants deal with many difficulties and cannot survive.

• The water supply system failure is acceptable at 1% but as resources are

limited, one could assume that the system could have a systematic failure.

• The availability of water resources is extremely limited. As a result, the local

wars for water begin.

• However, this fact forced inhabitants to adopt a ‘fighting’ culture and they

were the first population to enter to the Greek Revolution of 1821 [11-12].

• With the restoration of cisterns, there is drinking water.

• According to the model, after its restoration, a cistern can provide 50 L of

drinking water per day minimum for a family of 10 people. In this way, each

family that earns about 4000€ every year avoids having to buy bottled water.
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